
Managing natural resources and providing fire protection

on hundreds of million acres Is a big job. To meet this

challenge, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) relies

heavily on Its fleet of 12 agency-operated and more than

700 contracted airplanes and helicopters to manage

v/lldland fires and wildlife habitat, map natural resources,

and carry out law enforcement missions, among other

activities.

In a typical year, BLM aircraft fly almost 30,000 hours,

transporting 68,000 passengers and more than 2.4 million

pounds of cargo. This is comparable to the operations of

a regional airline! BLM's safety standards meet or

exceed those of regional airlines, with fewer reported

incidents. BLM maintains its excellent safety record,

despite operating more than 60 different types of

aircraft In hazardous

conditions. BLM

pilots are well trained

professionals who

routinely fly over

remote, uninhabited

terrain, many times

at low altitudes,

exposed to power

lines, erratic winds,

steep terrain, and

other hazards. Safety

is always a priority

both on the fireline

and in the air.

BLM's aviation program got its start in Alaska, where

aircraft are the only means of access to the vast territory

managed by thp agency. Most of the original fleet consisted

of old World War II aircraft purchased from the military.

Today, BLM uses contracts to meet most of Its aviation

equipment and service needs.

BLM Is constantly looking for opportunities to improve

safety, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of the Aviation

Program. Currently the agency Is looking at the feasibility

of merging aviation functions with other agencies.

Aviation safety programs. Inspection and checkride

procedures, and review and evaluation processes are all

examples of functions that may be combined in the

future.

For more information, please contact your

local BLM office or:

Chief, External Affairs

BLM National Office of Fire and Aviation

National Interagency Fire Center

3833 S. Development Ave.

Boise, Idaho 83705-5354

phone (208) 387-5457

www.nifc.gov
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